Care & Cleaning Instructions

General Care:

Your cushion covers are water resistant; however you should always cover them in inclement weather and avoid exposing to water.

Regularly cleaning your cushions will help preserve and prevent larger problems. Spray your cushions down with a hose to loosen and remove dirt that can get trapped in the cushions. You can use mild dish detergent to spot clean with a sponge.

Please remember to follow our cleaning recommendations and do not put cushion covers in the dryer.

How to hand wash cushion cover

1. Mix in a quarter cup of mild dish detergent in a gallon of water to make your solution.
2. Gently rub with a sponge. Stains can be scrubbed with a plastic-bristled brush.
3. Rinse thoroughly with a hose after cleaning.

How to machine wash cushion cover

1. Unzip the cushion cover and remove the foam.
2. Gentle wash using a non-bleach detergent.
3. Air-dry. DO NOT dry using a dryer.
4. Zip cover over the cushion foam.

How to dry cushion foam inserts

1. Unzip the cushion covers and remove the foam.
2. Squeeze water out of the foams.
3. Lay it on its side or stand it against a wall to air dry.
4. When completely dried, place inside the cover and zip.
Resin Wicker Cleaning Guide

General Care:

Resin wicker furniture is water resistant and requires minimal maintenance. However, you should always cover them in inclement weather and avoid exposing to water.

Regularly cleaning your wicker furniture will help preserve and prevent larger problems. Remove cushions and spray it down with a hose to loosen and remove dirt that can get trapped in the weaves. Always use mild cleaning detergent to clean.

Please remember to follow our cleaning recommendations.

How to clean resin wicker

1. Remove all cushions, pillows and other items off the furniture.
2. Spray the resin wicker furniture with water from a garden hose to soak the furniture. If you don’t have a garden hose, a bucket of warm water will suffice.
3. Mix a 1/4 cup of mild laundry detergent or dish soap and a gallon of warm water. Stir until it foams. DO NOT USE ABRASIVE CLEANERS.
4. Dip a soft bristle brush in the mixture and gently scrub the dirt or grime. Don’t forget to scrub spaces between the weaves. Brush the wicker with soft bristle brush or sponge with the mixture for general cleaning.
5. Rinse the furniture with a garden hose or a bucket of water. Allow it to dry for two to three hours. After it completely dries, put on the cushions.